
Davis Concepts for Life® Workshop 
March 18-22, 2019 
Jasper, Alberta 
 
We want to let you know about an upcoming workshop 
being offered here in Jasper.  The Davis Concepts for Life 
Workshop provides effective tools and practical 
strategies for those with Autism Spectrum Disorders, 
ADD/ADHD and executive functioning challenges.  The 
workshop is being sponsored by Rocky Point Academy, 
which has been a reputable learning center for those 
with Learning Disabilities for over 18 years in Calgary. 
 
This effective self-improvement, training program includes a five day workshop for parents, 
professionals and/or caregivers. It will supply the knowledge and ability to support and guide a 
child/teen/adult in their everyday interactions, choices and behaviors. 
 
Concepts for Life® is a family-based home program that aims to discover the potential of individuals by 
targeting the core of their difficulties, going beyond treating the symptoms to addressing the “root” 
itself.  This results in genuine development instead of compensations, memorized rules and/or splinter 
skills.   It also enables them to respond to life’s unexpected challenges with more resilience, flexibility 
and confidence.  

Learning Outcomes: 

 Focusing (Learn tools for sustaining attention, listening, following directions.) 

 Identify and Decrease anxiety (Reduced anxiety going into new/unknown situations, reduce 

anger and control fears.) 

 Maintaining appropriate energy levels (For different activities: learning, socializing, sports, 

work, etc.) 

 Motivation (Gain control of developing interest, drive and task completion.) 

 Socialization (Discover the different types of relationships and how to maintain relationships.) 

 Independent Problem Solving (A framework for making good choices, creating alternate 

solutions, ownership of outcomes, responsibility, and confidence to make decisions.) 

 Learning Application (Increase ability in retaining information, predicting, reflecting and 

transferring knowledge from one experience to the next.) 

 Flexibility (Develop: a willingness to consider new ideas and possibilities, ability to shift focus as 

needed, expand variety of interests, ability to change plans as needed to fit situations and 

flexibility.) 

 Behavioral Changes (Establish a sense of time, organization, and sequencing. Learn how to 

make good choices and reduce impulsivity. Discover why we repeat negative behaviors and gain 

knowledge of how to break the pattern.) 



 BONUS (as time permits): Parenting Strategies (Ditch the nagging, drop the threats, and lose 

the stress: you can raise great kids with techniques that are practical, proven, and fun!) 

Aim:  
To provide the opportunity to gain sufficient knowledge and skills to actively 
support a person with Autism Spectrum Disorder/ADD/ADHD/Executive Functioning Disorder as 
they work through the Davis Concepts for Life® Program. 
 

Presenter: 
Larry Smith, director of Rocky Point Academy, is an international Davis Autism workshop 
presenter, trainer and facilitator. He has been the director of Rocky Point Academy for over 17 
years and has worked with students and professionals from around the globe.  His informative 
workshops are enhanced by his personal experience of living on the spectrum, raising two 
children on the spectrum, and working one-on-one with hundreds of children, teens and adults 
for over 20 years. 

 

Who should attend?  
Parents, teachers, aides and/or caregivers of those with ADD, ADHD, Autism Spectrum 
Disorders, behavioral issues, or those simply wanting self-improvement in some of the areas 
above. 

 

Cost:  $1200 per person.   
A non-refundable $300 deposit will be collected at the time of registration. 

When:  
     Mar.18-22, 2019 

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. (with an hour 

break for lunch) 

Location: 
     631 Patricia St 

     Jasper, Alberta 

 

 

 

 

 

Please Note:   
This course does not include certification or licensing for commercial use of the Davis trademarks; such 
use requires extensive additional training. 

 

 

For Inquires/registration please call: 
780.852.4418 ext 4 or learn@jasperemployment.com. 

mailto:learn@jasperemployment.com

